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the extraordinary growth in the number of m2m devices in the world now rivals the total number of
electronic devices manufactured each year. by 2020, m2m connections between things or people will

exceed the number of connections used for other purposes. m2m applications are increasingly used for
everything from remote monitoring and control to asset tracking and fleet management. in general,

m2m applications are about enhancing human interaction and mobility with connected devices,
embedded computer systems and networking technologies. the historic increase in urban areas, natural
disasters, and economic instability created a need for a responsible way to manage, monitor, and control

critical infrastructure. the development of smart city and smart grid deployments in public and private
sectors, are creating similar challenges for the building design, installation, and maintenance of

electronic connections. once the foundation for telecommunication and broader data network, it has
been recognized that the internet needs a similar infrastructure. and aspartic acid that is known to play a

critical role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. here, we present evidence that increased levels of
glutamate in the post-mortem brains of schizophrenia patients are associated with the nmdar1-glun2b

subunit aspartic acid that is known to play a critical role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.
interestingly, psychotomimetic neuroleptics with differential selectivity for the three glun subunits have a
clinical efficacy in treating schizophrenia, suggesting a specific nmdar subunit-mediated pharmacology of

neuroleptics in schizophrenia patients. finally, using a novel combination of biochemical and molecular
techniques, we show that the increased glutamate activity in the schizophrenia patients is associated
with global enhancement of the nmdar1-glun2b subunit- but not the nmdar2a- or nmdar2b-containing

nmdars in the prefrontal cortex. our findings provide a molecular basis for the selective action of
neuroleptics and suggest novel implications of the glun subunits in the pathology and treatment of

schizophrenia. pmid:18614353
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the extraordinary growth in the number of m2m devices in the world now rivals the total number of
electronic devices manufactured each year. by 2020, m2m connections between things or people
will exceed the number of connections used for other purposes. m2m applications are increasingly

used for everything from remote monitoring and control to asset tracking and fleet management. in
general, m2m applications are about enhancing human interaction and mobility with connected

devices, embedded computer systems and networking technologies. the historic increase in urban
areas, natural disasters, and economic instability created a need for a responsible way to manage,

monitor, and control critical infrastructure. the development of smart city and smart grid
deployments in public and private sectors, are creating similar challenges for the building design,

installation, and maintenance of electronic connections. once the foundation for telecommunication
and broader data network, it has been recognized that the internet needs a similar infrastructure.

and aspartic acid that is known to play a critical role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. here, we
present evidence that increased levels of glutamate in the post-mortem brains of schizophrenia

patients are associated with the nmdar1-glun2b subunit aspartic acid that is known to play a critical
role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. interestingly, psychotomimetic neuroleptics with

differential selectivity for the three glun subunits have a clinical efficacy in treating schizophrenia,
suggesting a specific nmdar subunit-mediated pharmacology of neuroleptics in schizophrenia

patients. finally, using a novel combination of biochemical and molecular techniques, we show that
the increased glutamate activity in the schizophrenia patients is associated with global enhancement
of the nmdar1-glun2b subunit- but not the nmdar2a- or nmdar2b-containing nmdars in the prefrontal

cortex. our findings provide a molecular basis for the selective action of neuroleptics and suggest
novel implications of the glun subunits in the pathology and treatment of schizophrenia.
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